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Thursday, March 29, 1979

Co171"'itt" violatiOn ruled

By CHARLES POUNG
The AS!JNM Student Court
ruled at a hearing Wednesday that
the Senate Finance Committee
viohlted the Public Information
Access Act and declared one
sentence of a Senate internal
business measure.
Eric Lucero chairman of the
finance committee and defendant in
the case said he was satisfied with
the ruling. He S'l;id it ensured that
. the Senate has the power to govern
its own internal business.
The hearing was called to con·
sider charges brought by ASUNM
President Mimi 'Swanson against
the finance committee. Swanson
charged the committee with
violations of budget-hearing,
procedures, the Open Meetings
Act, the Public 1nformation Access
Act a.nd the president's right to
submit a budget proposal to the
Senate.
No 'violations of the Open
Meetings Act were found by the
court.
Tile court said the committee had
violated the Public Information
FISHER PHOTO
Chairman of the ASI.INM Senate 'Finance Committee Eric Access Act by failing to provide
Lucero presented his case to tl:ie Student Court Wednesday adequate notice· of the March 19
finance committee meeting. This
ahernqpn,

Special
Frontier burger.
,."""'

Lean ''Flavor Kissed" meat, hickor!;smoke sauce,
cheddar cheese, thousand i!?land dressing & onions on a
delicately toasted sesame seed bun.

Treaty "excludes iss~es,'
.says-. UNM-A.rab student
By CHRIS MILLER.
Palestinian. Bashir .Alfadda,
who is ·president of the Arab
Student Club
campus, said l}e
believes the peace treaty -signed
Monday between Israel and Egypt
will not bring peace to the Middle
East.
"A lot of major issues were
excluded in· the treaty, including
that of a Palestinian homeland. The
only problem that has been resolved
is between Egypt and Israel,"
Alfaddasaid.
Alfadda .said he views Carter's
role in the treaty as a "political .
ploy" to gain more votes. in the next
"" .
presidential election.
"Sadat, too, is using the treaty
for his own advantage," he said.
"Egypt will be gaining millions of
dollars in support from the United
States, however, he has completely
cut off his people from the rest of
the Arab world.''
Alfadda, a Palestinian born in
the West Bank area, said he sup. ·ports the PLQ's efforts to regain
their homeland.
Alfadda described their efforts .as
"fighting for the human rights and
liberty of the Palestinian people."
Alfadda preferred not to use the
term terrorist in describing the

l!l<'lUIJ.\.10

of the PLO.. ·~.They arc; not
he sai~t.

on

placed on their business and
political activities by the Israeli
government," he said. ·
·
Alfadda; who has been residing
in the United States for almost
·three years, said he would fight
with the P-alestinians "if I am
needed."
.
He said his goal is to return to his
homeland and "live as a freeman. I
appreciate livng in the United
States, however, Palestine will
always be my first choice and my
last choice; I want Palestine back."
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The district attorney has charged a 16-year-old boy in connection with
an alleged stabbing incident that occurr~d March 13 at the Med-School·.
custodian-lounge restroom, UNM police said Tuesday.
The victim, a 30-year-old custodian, suffered a cut to the chest area
bel'ow the left arm, police said. He was later treated at BCMC, police said.
The suspect, also a custodian under an Albuquerque Public School work
program, was referred by the district attorney to the juvenile court, police
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By CAJWL ASHCRAFT.
Disa):>led op Campu.s, a group
which has been demonstrating in
favor of. the bill to provide
wheelchair lifts on 24 new city
buses, will probably throw its
• suppo~;t. behi,nd oJb.~;r: .~r~up_s
wanting to-install"tlte·~Mer anil'~less •
expensive lifts manufactured by
Lift-U Inc., t:aid DOC President
Leslie Donovan.
If the bill is approved the city
said it will order the lifts from
Environmental
Equipment
Company. The EEC lifts will cost
$19,518 each. The Lift-U lifts were
recently-installed on Seattle buses
for $6,000 each, councilor Alan
Reed said. The federal government
will pay 80 per cent of the cost and
the city will pay the rest. If the Lift·
U lifts are accepted the buses will be

..

~misunderstanding~

,

·

The supervisor of the Med School custodians separated the two
.
·
custodians from fighting at 4:55 p.m., police said..
The light was the result of a 'misunderstanding between the men,"
~olice said.
:
.
.
, Np hearing has been set for the aggravated battery charge, the district
attoriley said,
, . . .·. . .
. . .
.. .
.
However, the boy, who was already ort probation at the ltme of the
illcident,. bas pleaded guilty to a violation of carrying a weapon while on
probation, the· district attorney of the juvenile court said.
·

when the center learned informally
th<Jt a meeting would be held, "We
called and asked if it was important
for us to be there. Sen. Lucero said
there was definitely no need for us
to attend."
The spokesperson said that
because the lnternatiomll Center
was not present' at the budget
hearing to defend its budget
request, the center was not
allocated ~nough money to continue operating.
The court ruled that these four
organizations should be allowed to
present. their funding requests
before the Senate passes its final
budget. ASUNM President ProTempore Hernandez said bY ruling
that the committee violated the
Public Information Access Act the
court was' effectively declaring the
Murch 19 meeting illegal; He said it
was contradictory for the court to
uphold the actions taken· at that
meeting.

. DOC may Work
for less expensive
wheelchair lifts

Bashir Alfadda
He said some of the methods
used against the Palestinian people ,·
have been "one hundred times
worse than the so-called terrorrist
activities of the'PLO .''
Alfadda said he is prevented by
Israel from returning to his
homeland even though some of his
relatives still live there.
"The Palestinians who have
chosen to remain in Israel are

Alleged ~tabbing

I .

lt.·
r' ..·

slowly being pushed out. of. the

are only ;figllHng country oy · the Strong· 'i!M'itrc;

failure denied certain groups equal
representation in determining the
ASUNM budget, the court said.
The court
declared Un·
constitutional this sentence of
Senate Internal Business 24: "The
recommendation of the finance
·~Jommittee shall constitute the
budget of ASUNM." The court
said this should be rewritten to
·clarify that the president. is not
being denied the right to submit a
budget as stipulated by the
ASUNM Constitution.
Four
AS UN M ·funded
organizations Conceptions
Southwest, the International
Center; the· Film Committee and
the Poetry Series - testified that
they had not received official notice
that a budget hearing would be held
March 19.
A spokesperson for the International Center said the center also
had nbt received notice about the
March 19 budget meeting. She said

delayed an additional six months.
"We would rather wait six.
months for -the less expensive. lifts
be.cause they are better constructed," Donovan said.
.
Tom Deniston, of the Paralyzed
Y(t~ll$ $-~iatiPJC. :l~d_ conr·
dinator of the demonslratron safd
"I am in favor of waiting for the
Lift·U because the ones which arc
now proposed have almost doubled
in price since September and they
are not safe."
Deniston said the EEC lifts were
a "mechanical nightmare". He said.
they have seven or eight moving
parts which form into a platform.
In contrast, the Lift-U is a single
platform.
Once the EEC lift reaches the
sidewalk level it is difficult for a
wheelcair-bound person to board
them, he said. "You have to do a
"wheely" to get on the EEC lift,"
Deniston said.
·
ihe EEG lift could accidently be
retracted with someone on the lift,
Deniston said. He said the Lift-U
has a safety precaution which
would prevent this type of accident~
The bus driver must operate a dual
control, some distance apart, to
retract the lift.
If the City Council approves the

.'

continued on paiJ1!6

·Apodaca
appeals

Jerry Adpodaca Jr. has asked
UNM President William "Bud"
·navis to rescind his termination
from Hokona dormitory.
.
Tony Hillerman, assistant to the
· , ·-::;·;:.;·. ;.,."'~·;:" ;;; ·president, said Davjs' office
,.,:......_..·..··~::-~;;:k:~,"j'·~" received a !~Iter . from ~podaca
'..;..·.·.·.:
., "~•' T. uesday.
ask.
.......~-· ,~'\:o~--.-,.~t·
• mg. the pres1dent to
· · · .~., ; ·>.,. ·· consider h1s appeal.
··"··
• .>.,
The Student Standards and
·~ -1"~
·
'Grievance Committee upheld ,an
~HER PHOTO earlier termination of Apodaca's
housing contract Ia$! week, after it
. heard testimony from Apodaca and
stlldent· Paul Stanczyk, The two
studenis, at the time b:oth residents
UNM horticultutalist Frank Feather and landscape plan· of f:lokona Zia dorm, were in·
ner Bob Johns spent a few. wst hours in the rain Wed- valved in a confrontation Jan, 30 in
nesday aftemnon laying out designs for trees and shrubs in which Apodaca punched StanczY.k.
Stanczyk was moved to
the areas between the new art building and Woodward
Coronado shortly after the fight.
Hal). Feather said the tree, which were grown by UNM's Apodaca's contract was terminat,cd
nui'sery on t!Je North Campus, ate scheduled to be planted t>Y Associated .Dean or Students
Randy Bocglin.
next week.
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Tree designs layed· out
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Craig Cassette In-Dash!.
MAXELLUD8·T90 . I .
Ultra-Dynamic
. ··
blank &track tapes.

AUDIOTECHNICAAT911 E
Dual ~net stereo cartridge w/ elliptical
d1amand stylus. NAV $65

({j) audio-technica

maxell
Unbelievable SAVINGS!

Technics

$

Auto.

Turntable!!

Craig In-Dash 8-Track To Goll

CRAIGT605
AM/FM in-dash cassette car
ste~ with fast fQrward and
lock1ng rewind NAV $160

SANYOFT478
AM/FM indash cassette car stereo
Compact size for foreign and
compact cars.

$111
149 D<A'~ M~NEER

·rN~

~SANVO

Computer con1ro111ad
Cassette

Pioneer Sx 1080
amlfm stereo receiver with 120 watts
per channel, no more than 0.05% THO* NAV

CRIAGS605
AM/FM in-dash a-track car stereo w/
local/distance switch. NAV$130

S499

The CRAZIEST Sale in the
HISTORY of HI·FI!!
High Powered In-dash Cassette
Deck with Coaxial Speakers, Tool!

SoundGuard Record Care lOIII

*
$

SOUNDGUARD

.

'Thchnics
.........

Record preservation
kit. NAV $8.00 .

A BSR Company.

5 Band Home
Equalizer

SANYO FT 1495/CONCEPT 6922
High powered AM/FM cassette car
stereo with Dolby, auto reverse;
locking fast forward and rewind.
Pushbutton tuning

SS·1 Make
Your Stereo
Come Alive

Coaxial car stereo speakers.

RECOTON AC 302
25' coil headphone
extension cord.

lV, Rallo AND
To Travellll
ECI

. a-wav

Are We Crazy?

·~c.I

· Speaker

Shar'P. 4"
1V Take=Aiongll!

ECI PROFILE 600

3-way speaker w/12"
woofer. NAV$140

SHARP 4" PORTABLE
BLACK AND WHtTE TV
1am • 2am Free Soundguard T·shirt to first customer
2am •4am Free Albums
·
4am ·Sam Free BASF C90 blank cassette tape to any customer wearing pajamas
Sam ·&am Free Reel to Reel blank recording tape to any customet bringing a .
salesman hot coffee.

5005 Mena.ul BLVD
262·0858

Custom Hi Fi
will be closed
Thursday to prepare
for its GREATEST
SALE EVER!

"'West

•

look For Our Search Light

(
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World News
Radiiltion leaked

Opinion

HARRISBURG, PA ..(UPi) ~A about 4 \!.m. triggered an automatic ·Comm.ission in Washington, said
nuclear power stations'· cooling shutdown of the atomic plant O!l the mishap represented ''one .of the
system malfunctioned Wednes~ay, Thiee Mile. Island in _..the most serious accidents we've had.''
releasing radiation and forcing .SUsijueh.anna River 10 miles
Workers were ordered from the
workers from the isl;lnd facility. Southeast of Harrisburg. The plant plant immediately, bill Don Curry,
Officials said the level of radiation came on line Dec. 30.
·
spokesman for Metropolitan
released W<lS "quite low."
Frank Ingram, spokesman for Edison in Reading, Pa., part owner
The accident which occured the U.S. Nuclear ·Re,\lulatory of the plant, .said the ~ompany dill
not believe anyone ·was contaminated. He said a minimum
shift was on duty at the time.
The incident . involved a pump
that pushes cooling water into the
power station's 900-megawatt No.
2 reactor.
UPI -·The tiny oii-rich sultanate of Oman Wednesday became the first . Curry said the pump malfuncArab nation to publicly announce support of. Egyptian President Anwar tioned and automatically caused the
Sada.t's signing of the peace pact with Israel .. It also praised president shutdown of the turbine inside the
Carter and urged he participate in future negotiations to ensure the rights reactor. At the same time, the
reactor itself was shur down, he
of the Palestinian people.
·
said.
At the same time, however, Jordan withdrew its ambassador from
Egypt. There were no further details from Amman, but a Jordanian
Curry said radioactive steam
spokesman in Cairo said the move was not a break in relations. King built up bec<~use the turbine was not
Hussein has denounced the treaty as a sellout of the Arab states and the moving and a valve· released the
Palestinians.
steam onto .the floor of the reactor
The division in the Arab world was underlined in Baghdad, Iraq, where room. tt was not known how many
Arab foreign and economic ministers were deadlocked after two days of workers were in the reactor room at
talking about what sanctions to impose on Egypt and Israel, and whether the time.
to extend those moves to the United States as well.
NRC experts were at the plant
Proposals ranged from !ln. outright call for the use of the Arab "oil monitoring radiation le\<els. The
weapon" against the United States, to economic and political sanctions NRC said the plant would remain
against Egypt and its total isolation from the rest of the. Arab. world, closed during an investigation into
sources close to the conference said.
the cause of the incident.
The Arab diplomats said they would hold a special ."economic summit"
NRC spokesman Carl Abraham
to help decide on how to punish Sadat for becoming the first Arab leader said government monitoring
to recognize the Jewish-state.
stations outside the plant detected ·!I
Syrian Foreign Minister Abdel Halim Khaddam, in an interview with the radiation level of 7 millir~ms per
Ku'waiti newspaper AI Watan, said the other Arab states would work to hour compared with the O..Dl
overthrow the government in Oman for failing to support sanctions against millirems per hour ordinarily given
Egypt.
off by the Three Mile Island plant.
He said the regime in the Sudan, Sadat's staunchest ally, also would be a
"These are radiation levels that
target for radical Arab action, and added: "We will chase them are quite low," said Abraham,
everywhere, using all means of revolutionary violence, and the two adding they were not harmful to
presidents will see what we will do to them.''
humans.
A roentgen is a measure of the
,, ..
' strength of radiation. The-unit of
radiation dosage applied to humans
is called the rem. Ten roentgens
'·
exposed for one hour would be 10
rems; 10 roentgens exposed for two
·'l
hours would be 20 rems, One
'millirem is one-thousandth of a
rem.
An ordinary x-ray would expose
a human 10 about I rem. Anything
•
above 13 rems in any three months
SARASOTA, Fla. ~King of the Clowns Emmett Kelly, whose antics as ·is considered unsafe, and anything
the cabbage-munching "Weary Willy" delighted audiences the world over 450 terns in a year is conaround, collapsed and died Wednesday while padding across his front yard sidered lethal.
in his pajamas to get the morning paper.
About 13,000 persons live in the
Kelly was bom Dec. 9, 1898, in the small Southeastern Kansas town of feW communities within a five-mile
radius of Three Mile Island. There
Sedan but grew up in the Missouri Ozarks community of Ho!lston.
After taking a mail-order course in cartooning, he headed for Kansas also are about IS dairy ·farms in the
vicinity.
City hoping to become an editorial cartoonist.
William Dornsife, nuclear
But a lack of demand for cartoonists set Kelly to work drawing ads for
motion picture trailers in the silent movie palaces: This eventually led to ·engi.neer for the state department ~f
the creation of Weary Wille~ a sorrowful appeanng character who wore envuonmental resources, sa1d
radioactive materials could contattered clothes a battered derby and munched on cabbage leaves.
'
!aminate the milk of cows that
graze nearby.
ATLANTA ~ Hustler Magazine owner Larry Fly~t was found g~ilty :;..'!"_-~N~ew~Mi.~es~ic~o~Da~il~y~Lo:"'":'bo'!".;....""·
Wednesday of distributing obscenity and sentenced t? a suspe~ded pnson
Vol. 83
· No. 124 ,
term, provided he pay a $27,500 fine and keep hiS magazmes OUt of
381400
·
.,

The ultimate date
Editor's note: The following opmwn was contribqted by P.J,
G/adnick of Santa Monica, California,
Any of you who have been watchinQ the "New DatinQ Game" show
on television have probably been noticinQ a certain pattern to the
program. Let's take a look at a typical show with its host, Jim Lunge.
JIM: Hey gang, it's time to play the Dating Gamel Now let me introduce our three bachelors.
Bachelor 111 is Joe Kool, a professor of frisbee at the University of
Miami. Joe's hobbies inlcude bathing in cologne and we<Jring his body
shirt open to the ankles.
Bachelor /12 is Bruno Weirdowski. A devout sadist, Bruno is currently
serving a 7 to 10 year prison term at San Quentin for marrying an
Alaskan sheepdog without parental consent Bruno enjoys pistol
whipping defenseless children and pillaging fishing villages along the
Adriatic Sea.
Bachelor 113 is Elmer Appleseed, a buttonhole inspector from
Wisconsin. A real fun guy, Elmer gets his kicks from rolling aluminum
foil and staring at oatmeal.
And now let's meet our bachelorette. She's an actress named
Bunny Brainless. Although she has the 10 of a turnip, Bunny was
recently hailed by critics for her sensitive performance in the movie
"Tarzoon In The Valley Of Lust'' In which she spends an evening in a
motel room with the entire Bulgarian army. Bunny's favorite hobby is
cooking microwave yogurt and she describes herself as your average
girl-next-door who's hot to trot.
Okay bachelors, say hello to Bunny.
BACHELOR 111; Hi Bunny, I'd like to carry you off to my pad and let
you massage my ego.
BACHELOR 1/2: I wanna rip off your clothes and assault your body.
BACHELOR #3; Gee ... uhh. Is it my turn to say something?
BUNNY: Bachelor #1, let's suppose we just stepped into my apartment. What would be your first move.
BACHELOR #1: Movesl You want to know what kind of moves I'll
make? Well just wait a minute while I stall for time so I can think of
something risque to say.
BUNNY: Bachelor #3, same question to you.
Bachelor #3: Hmm ... l guess I uhh ... G-gosh I don't ...
BUNNY: How exciting. Bachelor #2, I'm the tvpe of woman who
likes to think for herself. How would you handle me on a date?
BACHELOR #2: I'd let you choose what kind of bicycle chain to be
beaten with.
BUNNY: Bachelor #1, is there anything special I can do for you?
BACHELOR #1: You can hold up the mirror in which I stare at my
wonderful self.
BUNNY: Bachelor #3, what sort of sweet nothing would you like to
whisper In my ear?
BACHELOR #3: Hee heel Umm ... let's see now.... A sweet uhh ...
BUNNY: Bachelor #2, how about you?
BACHELOR #2: I'd yell loud as hell so I could break your eardrum.
BUNNY: Bachelor #1, how would you describe Bachelor 1/27
BACHELOR 111: To start with, his face has such bad acn·e that Neil
Armstrong landed on it because he thought it was covered with lunar
craters. As for his body, it looks like that of a toad who has just been
run over by a truck.
BUNNY: And Bachelor#:!, how would you describe Bachelor #17
BACHELOR #2: Before or after I rip off his face?
JIM: Now that you've all made complete fools of yourselves, It's
time for Bunny to pick her date. Will it be Bachelor #1? Bachelor #2? Or
Bachelor #37
.
BUNNY: Oooh, this is the most important decision I ever made in my
life! Hmm ... let me think ...
JIM: Hurry up, wlll ya! We could have already plugged a jock itch
remover in the time you're wasting.
BUNNY: Okay, I pick Bachelor/13.
JIM: Not that we really care but could you tell us why you chose him?
BUNNY: Oh, I don't know. I guess maybe because he's a smooth
talker.
JIM: Before we meet the creep you picked, let's introduce the two
losers. Bachelor #1 is Joe Kool. If you had fallen for his phony lines I
woul-' have figured you to be even dumber than you are. Bachelor #2 is
Bruno Weirdowski and although he's suffering from congenital
depravity, I'm sure you'll find him to be totally repulsive.
Now if you two gentlemen will kindly get off of Bunny, we'll tell you
what your consolation prize is. We really have something special ·for
you because you each win a gallon of rat poison which you can use on
either pesky household rodents or on yourselves, preferable the latter.
Before you go, we'd like to leave you with one final thought ...... get
lost.
Bunny, it's time now to meet that dream guy you chose through a
gross error in judgement. His nam~ is Elmer Appleseed. Elmer has led a
rather exciting life and even set fire to a ping-pong ball once~ However,
life has not a_lways been fun and games for Elmer because he recently
authored an important book entitled "The Social Uses Of Laundry Lint
In The People's Republic."
Okay Elmar, crawl out here and meat Bunny.
BUNNY: I'm so excited I feellika retching already.
JIM: While Elmer finishes shaking with fear, I want to tell you about
the great prize we have for ,our Dating Game couple because you two
have just won the opportunity to thumb a ride to the Asphalt Gardens in
exotic Cleveland. Yes, you'll experience the thrill of looking at the
beautiful crack designs in. the pav.ement at the Asphalt Gatdens which
is located beneath the sign that says "ALL DAY PARKING.'' In ad·
dition, you can dine elegantly across the street at "Moe's Slop Shop"
which features a cuisine ranging from ham and cheese wid to ham and
cheese widdout. (Tlayo. Our romantic couple will be accompanied at all
time by the Dating Game chaperone. Remember, the chaperone is
equipped with a high power .44 caliber rille With telescopic sights and
should you or your date so much as even touch each other, he'll blow
your lousy brains out.

Sadat supported
by-Arab·:·nation
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Letters

oooNEssuRv

Half-witted decision
Editor:
I would like to draw further.attention to Tony Hillerman's letter in last
week's LOBO. It was an excellent statement on freedom of the press as
it concerns university newspapers and I hope it. is lleeded. No one other
than Mr. Hillerman is in a ·position authoritative enough, (authority
based on gut hard experience in. the field and a more than passing
familiarity with the issues involved) to say it so well. And perhaps only
Mark Acuff could add anything to what Mr. Hilllerman says.
But, very ironically, the LOBO editors themselves are in danger of
damaging the whole argument because of their halfwitted decision to
omit a signature on the llmmerii:k aimed at Lavon. McDqnald. On most
letters to the editor it probably doesn't matter if a signature is attached
or not-but the rule requiring them was made to cover situations just
such as this one, not to make it an exception. And in keeping it hidden
you are guilty of the same motivations that government has in wanting
to keep things secret; a lack of moral courage carefully justified by
rational.ization ..A f!ee society can't succeed or survive on that basis.
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NEWS BRIEFS
Emmett Kelly dead

There is no justification in allowing someone to hide behind
anonymity just because the editors believe the view important. In this
case certainly nothing said was new or unique in the informative sense.
Maybe it seems hip to jump on the bandwagon and toot your horn with
everyone else but there is probably a limit to how dumb you can make
Lavon McDonald feel, and then the area of over· kill is entered.

Your judgement and understanding of freedom of the press are left
way behind in the prideful elation of the moment, or else were never
learned. Was by chance the secret letter writer a member of your own .
staff or someone who is a close friend?
Robert Tansey

. Flynt convicted

Follow his advice

Georgia.

Editor:
Re: Ulrich Hollstein's letter:
I am taking the liberty to respond to the btter that you sent to Mr.
Walter Birge as well as the editor of. the New Mexico LOBO. I can
undenstand your concern when you received a summons notice for an
unpaid citation, but it seems to me that it would have been sufficient to
address your .letter to Mr. Walter Birge asking him to again notify the
Gity of Albuquerque that the citation in que!;tion had· been voided.
Unfortunately, it appears to me that you would like to blame the
department of parking services personnel for an error registered by the •
City of Albuquerque's computerized accountability services. ·

~
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TIM.: Nett: Afl'riCT» Daily Labu b published
Mohday through ~Friday ~·er>·· reJ(illar'wc.•ek ;

After nine hours and 40 minutes deliberation spread over two days, a.. or...,Unh~"un~orandw..k!)·durlngthe,
State Court J·ury· of four women and two men returned its verdict ~guilty ' ·summer ,..,,.,n by the Board or s.tudent ·
Publlcati•m•oltheUnh•un)·utNew
on alii! of the misdemeanor counts.
.
'and
;, not financially aslnclat<<l withMexico,
UNM,
second clas• l'"'"R" pcld at Alhmt"""'""•
There was a gasp from the audience in the courtroom but the. cnppled
.
Ne"· Mexico snaL Sul~c•ii•tinu '"'" Is·,
Flynt, sitiing in his wheelchair, showed no emotion
as each JUror was · $IO.oolurtl"'"""d""'r"'"•'·
· ;
·
The· nt•!•i•••• •~prc~~d ••• u., Nlit<irial
Polle. d.

,..,-.UI""e·'man'
·discovered.
I ~
1~
I II I

· ··
I' h h • h 't h J'v d t
years in com
STOCKHOLM~
A lg t· allng erm1 W o I e wo
•.

""u"'""'"'Y· u..,i""'d "~''";'"' '·''""' •J~:th• .
i'•R•" uf Tlw Daily UJ1o are '"""' uf(the

toditurilll bmml _11C Tht· Dall>· l.cd){l, Nut!JI~p;
;nimW-- -1rt·-'J're· •Daily Lubn tu.'t't.'S.~~dy
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MOSCOW (UPI)- A young man who threatened to blow himself up in
the U.S. Embassy pulled the pin on a homemade bomb he wa~ wel!ring
Wednesday, causing an explosion that ripped his clothes off but apparently
lefthlm~~
·
.
U.S, Ambassador Malcolm Toon said the man, who spent more than
eight hours inside the consular section on the embassy's first Ooor
demanding a visa to travel to the United States, detonated the exp!osive
devic~ hll wa~ wearing around his waist.
''The man pulled lhll pin and blew himself up," Toon said. "He blew all
of his clothes off, When they put him in the ambulance he was st: I :~live .
But. at this point, we're not clear on exactly what has happened.''
'
Soviet authorities. fired tear gas barrages into the embassy in an attempt
to force the man out of the building before he tried to set off the explosives. Fire trucks and security police lined the street in front of the.
building.
But at II :30 p.m. (3;30-p.m. EST), the Tass news agency reported the
mattter was re~olved: "As a result of measures taken by the militia the
'
unknown man ... has been made harmless."
Tass said Toon had approved a police request to use force against the
young bomber. The ambassador, however, said he had told Soviet
authorities, ''They should handle it as they saw fit.''
Witnesses said they heard four loud cracks at about I :30 p.m. •EST
indicating that tear gas had been fired. Fire trucks were stationed in the
street in front of the building along with groups of policemen.
Embassy personnel were herded to the rear of the buiding by the· police.
Families from the north wing of the embassy where the man, said to l;le in
his 20s, was holding out in the consular section, were moved into the snack
bar in the court yard of the building.

· Peki'ng opposes
Taiwan relations
WASHINGTON (UPI) ~ The
House Wednesday was expected to
turn a deafear to Peking's protests
and approve legislation outlining
America's new relations witn
Taiwan and stating U.S. concern
for the island's safety.

proved 345-55 earlier this month
and the Senate's version 90-6.
The final measure creates an
unofficial U.S. mission - called
fhe American Institute on Taiwan
to handle business between
America and Taiwan and continues
all U.S. treaties with the island on
The Senate will take up the bill an unofficial basis, except for the
after the House votes possibly mutual defense pact that ends next
before the end of the week.
· January.
China has denounced the
legislation as unacceptable and has
made several vigorous protests to
the Carter administtation.

"If the bills are passed as they are
worded now, and are signed into
law, great harm will be done to the
new relationship that has just been
established between China and the
United States," the New China
News Agertcy said earlier this
month.
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It was the Deltas
against the rules •••
the ruleb: lost!

But U.s: officials believe the
Chinese protests are just "for the
record," and that view was
strengthened recently when House
Ways and Means Committee
Chairman AI Ullman ~ on a trade
mission to China - met with the
Chinese vice premjer. The vice
premier reportedly did not even
mention the legislation.
The bill was worked out in a
House-Senate conference com·
mittee last week after each chamber
passed slightly differing versions.
The original House bill was aP-
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from trartsport trolleys, .is a "unique case'', a psychiatrist. said .Wedne~dar· ..::
The staff at Langbro Hospital agreed to let the man hve h1s own bfe m
the somber tunnels. But two months ago the patient Ombudsman fn- ·
· tetvened and the 44-year-old hermit was placed in art open ward.
"It is a unique case. I haven't seen anything like it in.any case history of
psychiatric literature," said Dr. Gunnar Knaye..
.
•
In his youth, the man swapped day for mght. He could never adapt m
society, and has a 20-year treatment history, thedoctor said.

by Garry Trudeau
In reality, the whole problem could have been avoided if you had
transferred your permit to the proper car on the day In question; and,
thus, avoided the initial legal issuance of the citation. The chances of
error by the city computer c'ould have been mini!TJized by personally
returning that citation to the parking office on the day received. That
delay of a week before bringing the problem to parking services is the
initial cause of miscommunication of information as fed to the computer . ._
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Cancer treatment found
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla.~ A Canad~an scientist Wednesday reported
limited success in using a lung tumor, vac~m~ to ~reat ~arly lung can~er and
·said he hopes· in a few years to try to 1mmumze h1gh·nsk P.eople agamst the
usually fatal disease. .
.. . •
.
··
· · 'd 26 · 1
Dr Thomas H. M. Stewart of the UmverSJty of 0 ttawa.sal
peop e
treat;d with the el!Jjerimehtal vaccirte following surgery are ge!hng
recurrertt lung s;artcer less frequently with fewer deaths than pa,uents
treated with surgery alone.
·

1'

I hope that in the future you will follow the advice that I have
provided you Which will help us maintain a difficult but serviceable paid
· parking system at the University of New Mexico.
Berry D. Cox
.
Director
Dept. of Police & Parking Services
.•
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KNME rnay_ourcha~e orograms

Netted :funds excee·d expectations
IJy PATTI WATSON
KNME's appeals to viewers for
contributions during a campaign to
raise money for public television
netted the si~tion $77 ,OOS-$14,000
more than station executives expected to raise.
The station particaptcd in
"Festival '79," Match 3-18, a
national campaign to raise funds
for public television stations.

KNME broadcasted special
programs and asked viewers to
donate money during the festival to
. keep the Sl<ltion oper<~ting.
Greg
Petersen,
KNME
promotions director, ·said he h<~d
estimated th&t the station would
receive about $63,000 from viewers.
"The response we received was
overwhelming. We received pledges
from 31 52 persoos, and of those,

APPLIANCES
FOR
EXPORT
Authorized exporters for General Electric,
Caloric, Hoover, Sunbeam, Proctor-Silex,
Hamilton Beach and other major U.S. brands.
Serving students from abroad for over
30years.
For information, contact:

THOR EXPORT SALES co., INC.
130 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK, N.V.10018 • (212)1178·0077

M.D./D.V.M. In e·uropean
Medical & Veterinary Schools
The Institute of International Medical Education offers total
medical education leading to practice in the U.S.
1 Direct admission into accredited medical schools in Italy and
'
. Spain.
2. Master of Science Degree in cooperation with recognized
colleges and universities in the U.S. leading to advanced
placement in Spanish, Italian or other foreign medical schools
or veterinary medical schools.
3. If you are now-or will bq-the possessor of an M.S. or Ph.D.
Degree in the sciences, we can offer you advanced placement
•
in a European Medical School.
4. Important Notice for Admission into Italian Medical or
Veterinary School.
5. PLEASE BE ADVISED THAT STUDENTS INTERESTED
IN ATTENDING ITALIAN MEDICAL AND VETERINARY
SCHOOLS FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1979·1980, MUST
FILE PRE-REGISTRATION FORMS AT THE EARLIEST
POSSIBLE DATE TO MAKE DEADLINE DATE
ESTABLISHED BY THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT.
6. WE ARE PREPARED TO AID ALL STUDENTS WHO ARE
CONTEMPLATING ATTENDING ITALIAN MEDICAL OR
VETERINARY SCHOOLS IN THEIR PRE-REGISTRATION
WITH THE ITALIAN GOVERNMENT.
The Institute has been responsible for processing more American
students for foreign medical schools than any other organization,
INSTITUTE OF INTERNATIONAL MEDICAL EDUCATION
Chartered by the Regents of the University of the State of New York
3 East 54th Street, New York 10022 ~2121 832-2089

3000 contributed $7.50 or mor~,"
he said.
·
Robert Gordon, KNME's geneml
manager, said although it has not
been determined what will be done
with the money r<~ised during the
festival, "most" of it will be used
to purchase programs.
Petersen explained that many
programs shown on KNME are
produced nationally and sold to the
station.
"The cost of a program to us
depGnds on how mimy other public
· television stations buy that
program. All purchasing stations '
share the cost, so the more stations·
that buy ·a program-; the less we
have to pay for it,'' he said.
Gordon
said
KNME's
programming costs this year were
<1bout $151,000,
He said the station has already
"committed" itself to paying
$120,000 for national'Jlrognunming
beginning next fall, and will acquire
addition<~! programs throughout
the year.
"We hope to hold our
programming costs to between
$150,000 and $175,000, aod .increase the number of programs we
produce locally," he said.
Gordon said it is also "possible"
that stations will use part of the
money to help pay for replacing
some equipment.

Marroquin
benefit set
"An evening to save the life or
Hector Marroquin" is scheduled
for 7:30 p.m., March 30 at the
Barelas Community Center, 801
BarelasSW.
Speaking at the event will be
Doric Bunting, Amnesty International; Lee Leyba, NM Director
of LULAC; Fr. Armando Martinez,
President-Padres
Organization of New Mexico:
Hector Rodriguez, Texas Farmworkers Support Committee; Javier
Rivera, Committee for Human
Rights in Latin America and Louis
Montenegro, National Rep.,
AFGE.
"Amnistia," a 20 minute film on
repression in Mexico, will be shown
in Spanish.
There is a $1.50 donation.

WANTED

saving energy.
,
He said the electricians have been
shutting off' some lights in
classrooms and halls and have
started replacing bulbs with .lower
watt bulbs.
The plumbers are repairing the
control valves on the heating and
cooling systems to make sure that
there are no leakages, he said.
The students will probably be
more receptive to the idea than the
older faculty and staff because the
students have grown up with energy
conservation, he said.
A plan, submitted by the team, is
now before President Davis with
speci fie ideas on how much to
spend, other alternatives to conservation, and how much it will
cost.
Funds for the team come from
the physical plant budget.
So far, the team hils spent around
$9,000 and saved $17,000, Schuster
said.
·
If the conservations savings fail
to pay off its total cosl within a
year, he said the team will look for
other alternatives.
Schuster said th;,~t for maximum
efficiency, the heating and cooling
systems must be able to start and
stop when needed, which does not
now happen.
Although the team will save
energy, Schuster said they will not
be able to save any money as energy
costs continue to rise. By reducing
air velocity, reducing temperature,
and changing operating hours, the .
team can save energy without
causing any discomfort to the
students, Schuster said.

.. .Buses

·"'

EEC lifts the buses are scheduied to
begin operating Oct. I.
Reed said the bill will come up
before the entire Council Monday,
Apri12.

TODAY
SUB THEATRE
11:30 am - 12:15 pm
Sponsored by the Baptist Student Union

FREE

By ASUNM Student Body
REWARD: Government ·
Worth Having
CAUTION: Don't let
Him Get Away .
pd. for by the committee
to elect Mario Ortiz .
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photography, copy writing,
graphics, or anyone with a

The ASU NM l'inance Commillee

will be holding an emergency
budget hearing today at 5:30. The.
room number of the hearing will be
posted on the door Of the ASUNM
office, second floor of the SUB.

desire to work on the staff contact Georgine Sto b, Student
Activities Center, NM Union

AHEA will meet today at 7:30
p.m. in the Simpson Room at the
Home Economics Building.

277-4706

Baptist Student Union Sponsoring a multi-media presentation
of !he musical "Alleluia" t;at the
SUB theater today at I I :30 a.m.

affected
entire living
co-op yel.in
Rules thefor

.-_

UNM J1iesla Commillee will meet
today at 3:30p.m. in Room 231-A
of the SUB.

Cll~Gter

SR?\'tSOREt> BY

Della Sigma Pi will meet tonight
at 7:30p.m. in the Tripp Room of
the
Anderson
School
of
Management:
Chess Club meets today at 7 p.m.
in Room 231-B of the SUB.

This won't
hurt a bit

CUizens Against Nu~lear Threats
will meet in the SUB Room 250-C.
A colloquium on "Distributions
for Groups and Fields" will be
presented at 3:30 p.m. in Room 428
of the Humanities Building.

cooperative llrl! that a person must
be a UNM student and th~t no
drugs are allowed, Johnson s~td. .
Although the cooperat!v~ IS
spoos.ore.d
by a , reh~t.ous
or~amzahon,. a pet~on s rehgaous
behe.fs are .not constdered whe~ he
apphes to hve at the co-op, he s~·~·
Currently, 21 · s~udents ~re hvmg
there, Johnson satd. He saad ro?ms
r~nt for $825 for one semester m a.
smgle room and $625 for a clouble
ro.om.
Crews said the cooperative .can
support about 24 students, and ·
persons interested in living there
can apply to him at Canterbury·
Chapel, 425 University NE.
He said he and Johnson interview
· applicants so that they know what
living at the Cooperative involves.
"A lot of people decide they
don't want to live at the cooperative
when they find out what living there

We need people for the yearbook staff. Anyone with any experience
in
layout,

•

Telescope
to be trained
on Jupiter

A colloquium on "Pions in the
Nucleus" will be given tomorrow at
4 p.m. in Room 184 of the UNM
physics and astronomy building.
Benefit Disco-Park Plaza Hotel
tom morrow 9 p.m. to I a.m. Music
Eastern Connection.

The UNM campus observatory
will be open to the public, weather
permitting, rrom 7:30 to 9:30 p.m.
Friday, March 30.
.
The · observatory's I S-ind1
telescope will be foctised on Jupitet
and the 10-inclt telescope will be
trained on the Moon.
•
Admission to the observatory,
located two blocks north of Lomas
on Yale, is free. Children under 12
must be accompanied by an adult. ·

Habra una fiesta latina en. el
centro lnternaciotral, viernes el 30
de marzo de las 7 p.m. a las 12. ·

"Mischief Mouse
Possu:n Pot''
A children's play for adults

MARIO ORTIZ

A MULTI-MEDIA PRESENTATION

A

-·

contlnul!ld ftom pd;ge 1

"ALLE LUTAII

·
. · .·
;r . .
. M iF.
dictionary ·defines a
,.,.
· ·
... · ~
\ ·
·· .~ ·•
cooperative as. "an .enterprise
operated fot· the benefit of those
,,,
·""'·'
4
using its services." That 1\ptly
""'
· ··
describes,
the
Canterbury
Cooperative-a place where
students not only live together but
also worl; together tO, kt:ep the "coop" goin!!· ·
'
The cooperative is situated near
UNM's · main campus. 11. rents
rooms to students of any age or iiex
on a semseter basis..
It was established in August of
1977 by the Rev. :Bill Crews of St.
Thomas of canterbury Chapel, and
has supported itself ever since.
'
Crews said that in addition to
paying rent for rooms and meals,
students are el\pected to perfOrll)
jobs &ound the co-op.
" 1n retUrn for· living relatively
cheaply, they do jobs-a total of 19
jobs-themselves, instead of hiring
someone to do them,'' he said.
M<!rc Johnson, manager of the
cooperative, said students clean the
POULSEN PliOTO
cooperative and wash dishe& after
meals. He said a non-student 'cook
Marianne Kessell, a non-stu.dent cook hired by the Canterury Co-op, prepares a hot dinis hired each semester to prepare
ner in the hostel's kitchen.
lunches and dinners every day.
The chores assigned to each largest amount returned was $50 to living expenence," he sa1d,
person change each week "so no each st.udent in the fall 1977
Crews e11plained that persons are
one gets stuck doing the same job semester, he said.
"locked in" to living in the
all of the time," Johnson said.
. Crews said the cooperative was cooperative on a semester basis, so
If any money is left over at the established as part of St. Thomas of they have to learn to get along with
end of a semester, it is divided Canterbury) ministry to UNM others instead of running away
among the s.tudents living ·in the co- campus, but primarily it was from every crisis.
op.
created to help students.
Johnson said he thinks living at
Johnson said some money .has
"The cooperative can be as much the cooperative is "positive" exbeen left over each semester. The of a lea'rning experience as it is a perience because everyone has to
establisll a relationship with the
persons fie works with.
The cooperiltive also helps
persons develop a sense of
responsibility, Johnson said. .
"You have to do yqur job. If you
don't, that means others have to do
it-and they'll eventually get back
at you for that," he said.
Problems that come up are
decided on a ''cooperative" basis.
"Instead of one person making a
decision, everyone in the house
does," Johnson said.
He said problems usually are
conflicts between persons, but that
no serious conflict or problem has ·
By PA TTl wATSON

A rape complaint filed by an
tS~year-old woman was found
He said $60,000 wa appropriated
to !:>e unwarranted by th.e
to· KNME by the state legislature
evidence given to University
police, Chief Berry Cox sa]d
two years ago for construction of a
news transmitter. A transmitter is a
Tuesday,
.
A source in the district
device that sends out signals to
·attorney's . ·office, however;.
individual television sets.
Gordon said if the station can
s<!id their investig!ltion was in
supply an. additional $70,000
the ''preliminary" stages.
making a total of $130,000:-it may
"For the DA's pffice to t<!ke
qui!lif'y for a $390,000 grant from
cases from University police is
the National Telecommunications
standard procedure," the
Jnformiltion Administration.
source said ..
He said KNME plans to conThe complaint wt~s filed in
struct a new tower as well as ' connection with an alleged ,
purch!!Sing the. transmitter. Cost of · rape on March 19 when the
the entire project would run more
woman visited athletes in
than $500,000, he said..
..
Coronado Hall dormitory.
Gordon said KNME needs a new
Officials said the g'irl stated
transmitter because the present one
she submitted to sexual''
"is dying of old age." He saidlt has
relations with on.e of the men
repeatedly bro~en down this ye&r. -.
after he threatened her. She
He said the station wants to build
said that after the incident one
a higher tower to avoid interferenct:
of the other athletes escorted
from other towers in the area. He
her b.ack to her dorm room.
said towers near KNME~s present
"Evidence did not support'
tower are producjng interference,
the charge,'' Cox said.
· ·
causing the station's picture to be
The source in the. DA's
fuzzy in some area television sets.
office said they would know
Gordon said KNME will p:jrwithin ten days whether the
ticipate in future fund raising
case
would
warrant
campaignssimilarto.Festival '79.
prosecution.
"There's more and more emphasis being placed on this type of
funding for public television. We're
trying to seek public support on
both national and state levels, " he
said ..

New project will
cut energy costs
By BEV HARRON
With student and faculty cooperation, a new energy saving
team at UNM formed last October
should be .able to save up to 20 per
cent in energy costs this ye;;1·, said a
UNM official.
Larry Schuster, manager of the
tea!Jl, said the two plumbers, two
electricians. and one student helper
have already started workinA on

Students live and work att co-op

Rape complaint
'unwarranted'

by Jan Snider · ·
1 2 Noon
- • ·· •-:a•, Station
Pronto".
,tea
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a 1rorPI6tead Lecture

EIR~TER.

UNM FUND AND COLLEGE CJf EDUCATla-\

Kathleen Bouloy, a special
education junior, shows no
fear, of very little, as Frank
Ohmberger of United Blood
Services, starts removing a
pint of her blood. The blood
drive, held in the SUB
ballroom yesterday, was
sponsored by. •Eta Sigma
Gamma, a health sciences
honorary society.
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Lobo Soccer Club To Ask
'¥.~'!!,!?.JY"'!'!!.!'!!f:!~~eli For Varsity Team Status
Diving, Tjelli Are

Tjclli.
Tjclli, a freshman from Belview, Wash,, was last year's W!!shington
high school champion and !)as been a high school all-American. And in her
first year at UNM, slle finished somewhere around 40th place a\ the
national diving meet.

By RAY GL"'SS
· .
The U NM soccer club will
present a request for v~rsity sport
s!at~s !0 tile Athletic Council
durmg the. council's . regular
mont~ly meetmg today at t~e south
Saturday and Sunday Tjelli will be competing in the nationl)l diving athletic complex.
..
prequels which features divers from Washington, Oregon and California.
Club pres1dent c;;corge Yant w1n
Tjc!U said she hasn't really practiced that well this week, but added, present the gro~;~p s proposal, the
"You can have a bad week and still pull off a good performance. It's really second such req.uest by the .club in
hard to tell in diving. It can go either way."
two years, wh.lch would mclude
This is the first year of diving at New Mexico and before the season . UNM backing and funding.

bej~an, diving coach Eric Jones said, "I think we have a good start here,"

Tjelli provided the good start for the Lobos as she dove and splashed her
way through the season, qu!lli fied for a spot in the nationals tourney and
this weekend tries to finish with a good performance.
Diving may be new here, but Tjelli h&s already found out that in this
sport, "It's hard to tell."

Lobo Netters Play Today
The New Mexico men's tennis team is competing today against
California State University-Dominguez Hills at tile Lobo Tennis Club
beginning at 9 a.m.
Tile Lobos are coming off of a 5-41oss to West Texas State last weekend.
Friday and Saturda'y they will travel to Canyon, Texas to play in tile West
Texas State Indoor Tournament. Tile Lobo's record is now 6-5.

riiiU.mN•m·---------------
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NOTICE:
GRA[;JUATEAPPLICANTS
TO SPECIAL EDUCATION

Due to the difficulty that summer and fall
graduate applicants have had in meeting the
requirement, that graduate record examina·
tion aptitude scores be on file by March 31,
the department of special education will only
require that applicants show evidence of hav··
ing registered to take the APRIL. 28 GRE .ex·
amination. Students e. ntering und.er th. is.· .provi·
sion will be admitted for "course work only".
1 This provision only applies to summer 1979
and fall 1979 applicants. When GRE .scores·
· are on file in the department of special educa·
tion, students entering in the above manner
may petition for a change of status to the
masters or doctoral programs in the normal
manner.

I
I

i~

" The
f}rst
step
on atl)letic
the roadcouncil
to grantmgthe
vansty
status for a sport. The council
would have to recommend to the
University administration that the
. team's st!)tus be changed. The
administration would then have to
find money in the athletic budget to·
fund the new sport.
The club's proposal calls for total
funding of about $9,100, most of
the cost going for travel expenses
and a coaches salary. Six out-oftown trips by the club would costs'
$1,112, while the proposed salary
for the coach is $3,360.
Yant said the funding request has
been trimmed by several thousand
dollars from last year's request.
But with tight athletic funds and
complications introduced into the
funding of intercollegiate sports by
the Title IX regulations, the soccer
club's chances of getting a
favorable recommendation · are
slim, Athletic Di'rector Lavon
McDonald said Wednesday.
"We have trouble funding the
sports that we have now," he said.
"With the crunch from Title IX, we
11re giving more .and more; money to
the women and the funds are
limited.
.

''The Athletic Council is ·sym- ministrati?~ talked with San Die~o
pathetic to their (the soccer club's) State officials about the Aztec s
cause ·and so are we (the ad· club team.
.
ministration). The sport is getting
SDSU made the te!lm compete
more and more popular all the for three years on the club·le~~l to
time. But at this time soccer is not ~ake ~ure tiler~ was . sufiicient
even a conference sport.''
Interest m the sp~)f(, he sa1d.
McDonald, who is currently . 'YfcDonald did not s~y wh~t
working on the 1979-80 athletic action U~M ~auld take, If any, If
budget, said after the soccer club's the co1J.nCI! dtd not recommend a
proposal. last Yel!r. his ad· change m the status pf .the team,
~;....·~--..;...--'-~-..;·;..,.._ _ _ _ __,__ _ __,_

r

s···.

p· 0

rts'
. .. Notes .· l

Ex-L·o· b·o Gam·e Set·

third during a ski meet in Wyoming
which had some of the top skiers in
the courliry in attendance ..
In the 3o.;kilometer men's race
Tarmo Hahto finis)Jed in 25th
place.
1rupenian was about two and a
half minutes behind first.place
finisher Sharon Firth of Canada.

GRADUATE
RECORD
EXAMINATION

Several former Lobo basketball players will play in the Warren A. Smart
collegescholars(lip game Apri14 at the Valley High Scllool gym, at 7;30•.
Willie 1-loward, Marvin Johnson, Phil Abney; Russell Saunders, ~like
Stewart, Michael Cooper, Mark Felix and Rich Pokorski are toe former
Lqbos who will be playing along' with some of the. city high sc(lo()l seniors
and Valley High School alums.
.
The admission price is $1 and the proceeds will go into a college
scholarship fund and into a charity chosen by the Lobo participants:

D'• •'"LI~
wA~
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Hr~ue .II/I !;I.-',
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2 sessions
2 sessions

•

11
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WHAT TASTES BETTER.
WITH PIZZA THAN MAYBE
ANYTHING ELSE IN TliE

Purgatory ski resort h_as extended its closing,date to,Sunday, A·pril29
because of a major s1.1owstotni which.-left -the skiri!sofr witli >?Oiinches of
new snow within three days.
Purgatory will remain in complete operation until April 15, the
originally planned closing date.
Spud Mountain chairlift and one rope tow will be in operation April 1629. Adult lift tickets will be reduced to $6 and children's rates will be $4
during the extended period. No half-day tickets will be sold and there will
be nQ refunds.

ENTIRE, I SAID,

ENTIRE WORLD?

Fitness Workshop Here ·
Lenna M. Payton's Co-ed Fitness
Workshop is a new way of getting
and staying fit. The workshop will
be held in UNM's Carlisle Gym,

Introduction and diagnostic
Analytical Reasoning, Venn Diagrams,
Analysis of Explanations*
Math*
Verbal*

;
'f

I DO, BUT I LOVE
WHAT WE GET WITH IT.

Fatn

,
The Albuquerque Dukes will introduce what the team calls "their
wildest and craziest" fan at the team's opening game on April II at the
Sports Stadium.
· ..
The fan, dubbed "Superfan" by Duke General Manager Willie Sanchez,
is expected to rival the Big Chi.cken, a cheerleader of sorts in the San Diego
area.
"I ihink Albuquerque really needs a sports mascot like Superfan,"
Sanchez said. "His special personality should add a lot not only to Duke's
baseball but also to sports events around the city."
"I want Duke fans to get a kick out' of seeing him for the first time on
opening day. We expect him to be along the line of the KOB chicken-\n San
Diego," Sanchez said.
Sanchez said "Superfan" will be available to make appearances around
Albuquerque after his debut on the 11th.
. · ''-'
.

Qualified personnel . will conduct analytical reasoning,
math and verbal skills building and review ... 16 hrs. of instruction in 8 sessions.
1 session
3 sessions

' ---

Skiers Place Snow Causes Extension
UNM's Paula Trupeniait finished

PREPARATION for April 28th

i
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April3rd., from 7:30 to 9:30p.m.
Payton's
Co-ed
Fitness
Workshop is a little music, humor
and a lot of exercise. The carefully
worked out program of total fitness
is a cross between romping and
boogying.
Payton tries to appeal to all in
her physical fitness work, not just
to the super athlete.
Payton herself is unique and
..vigorous. She is a carpenter, builder
(she built the home she now lives
in), a cross country skier, tennis
player and has produced a film on
infant swimming.
·
Payton is an expert in fitness. She
has among other things a BA
Degree in Physical Education, an
MA in psychology and ad·
ministration and she holds a
YMCA Physical Fitness Speciallst
Certificate•

UNM
-CHAPARRAL

The dates .and times of the sessions will be arranged ac.
cording to the schedules of.the participants.

tryouts
Cost: $10.00/session plus tax and refundable.book deposit.
A minimum of three sessions, one of which must be the
!ntrod~ction and the two remaining of student cho.ice,
1s required.
.
..
~-·

I

I

!:

!

t

Call: 298-6974 (evenings).
881·8379 (eyenings)

Educational Consulting Servic.es
Ina Miller and Jan Randall

(* Enrolhnent is limited to 10 participants)

Alter bsing

itiCI,'Cifl~~d

IJII/y 13 dlfl in I
Fedlfll
Msximum
Security Prilon, thil
m1n ws/ketl out fNJiing
11 1 pri1on iiiJiebfor.

.JOHNSON GYM
MARCH30
4:00p.m.-·

·wtrfDO YOU THINK
THEY CALL 'EM
TASTEBUDS At.JYWAY?

For· more Information
alii Annette Bunulnkle

KING OF' ~EEFiS"' 1\NHEiJSER·~USCH.tNC. • ST. LOUIS

~t255·1321

r'
I,

•

.~
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Gollery showing 'L.A. Orowings'

'WQrriors" Qnd 'HQrdcore' try hQrd
By JOHN CAPUTE
The Warriors Paramount 93
minutes
Hardcore Columbia 95 minutes
Both showing at the Cinema East
Both The Warriors and Hardcore
;tre films by two relatively young
directors,
Bill (writerdirector of I . . ear's The Driver)
and Paul Schrader (writer of Taxi
Driver, author-director of Blue
Collar). Though Hill and Schrader
have both showed signs of true

W,.CC

.
lunch Time Enfertsinmenf

TODAY

Moof
McOogsn
scoulfic mu1ic

FREE

talent, in this case it is Mr. Hill who
gets the tllumbs up. If anyone
doesn't know it by now, The
Warriors are tile Coney lshmd.
Warriors, it gang framed for the
assassination of a rival gang leader
who must fight their way home·
from tile Bronx througll every other
gang in the city and the cops,
Basically, Hs a retelling of
Xenophon and his 10,000 Greek
mercenaries fighting their way
through Persia to the sea. It can
also be seen as .a updating of that
tried and true adventure movie
formula, of the small army patrol
or cavalry troop tr;:~pped behind the
German or the Indians' lines,
forced to find il way out.
Walter Hill has taken this well
used device .and in transplanting it
to the streets of New York City, has
created a striking film full of high
energy. Intellectually and morally it .
is assailable, but truthfully folks, it
shouldn't be the criteria for judging
the movie. THe Warriors makes no
contentions other than it is an
adventure film, pure and simple.
The characters arc on~ dimensional, the premise ridiculous, but
who cares when you're having so
much fun?
The costumes are dynamite, (just
wait till you see our heroes chased
out of a subway by cops ~.fld come
face to face with the Baseball ·
Furies, bat wielding bozos in
baseball pinstripes and Kiss-like
greasepaint-you'll squeal with
delight) the photography, done
mostly at night with poor lighting,
is as

North Ballroom
11 s.m. - 2 p.m.

Conceptions Southwest

the music (thank God not disco) is
great, the fights, bloodless as they
are, are choreographed like., an
intricate jazz dance and are
super-hey, what more can one ask
for?
· Not acting, hopefully, ·for the
cast, all uniformally young .and
unknown, ar.en't asked to clo
much-mostly they act surly and
grimace. But 'Unlike The Driver, a
well intentioned bu.t. nevertheless
disastcrous film, the viewer cares
about these characters. They may
not wear white hats, but they are
the good guys, and you have to root
for them. Where The ·warriors
crackles with kinetic energy,
Hardcore is about as ho hum a film
as I've seen in a few years. It
manages to reduce pornography,
Los Angeles, George C. Scott and
Peter Boyle into an hour and a h<tlf
indulgance in the Martin Scorsese
method of impressionistic lighting,
Which is a real shame, for with the
talents involved and the premise,
Hardcore coulcl have been the killer
movie of the year.
George C. · Scort is a devoutly
religious businessman from Grand
Rapids (where Schrader grew up in
a deeplyreligious household) whose
16 year old daughter disappears
into the sordid porno world of L.A.
With the lielp of seedy gumshoe
Peter Boyle and hooker Season
Hubley, Scott takes on the
nightmarish world of the L.A.
backstreets in search of his
daughter. Sounds like hot and
heavy stuff, right? The first ten
minutes that Scot.t is in the city it is,
but from there on in it's dull dull
dull.
The problem. is not with Scoit or
Boyle or Hubley, all of whom give
credible performances with the
kudos going to Boyle, btit with
Schrader. One gets the impression
he doesn't know enough about the

By ROBIN. LICHTENSTEIN
Drawings by 12 artists from
th~ Los Angeles area
are on
exhibition at the Teaching Gallery
in the new art building. This is the
last week of the e11hibition, ·
Curator Timothy App saicl he
made an effort to ·get a variety of
work to demonstrate conventional
as well. as unconventional types of
drawings.
Controllecl, precise realism is
demonstrated in the work of photo
reali.st Douglas Bond,
Artist Lita Albuquerque uses
geometric shapes as personal
symbols in her · long, horizontal

subject he hils tackll!d; the
seeminess arid ugliness come acro.ss
just fine; thank yol!, but where's
the perverseness? lt'.s all .show and
no tell. This was to be the mov.ie'to
break the . Hollywood taboo of
dealing with .pornography,. but
then~'s nothing in this. film that
anyone who's driven down Centrai
hasn't seen. I ·mean, ·if you've b~n
in one dirty book~tore you've seen
them all. It would seem that
Schrader's task ·is to tell us
something·new.about porno, but he
doesn't
·
There are some great things .in the
movie, no doubt about it. Schrader
has learned well from his mentor
Scorsese;.the photography, much as.
in The Warriors, captures that
otherworldiness of an urban setting
at night memorably. Also like
Scorsese, Schraqer has. captured .the
kick-in-the-gut sensation tnat
comes· when the violence on screen
literally erupts ant spits at you; the
pain is there and you feel it when
Scott rams a punk's head
repeatedly into a lamp post. From
The Yazuka to Rolling Thunder to
Taxi Driver, Schrader's screenwriting has shown a preoccupation
with violence in our age. Here, he
shows his .preoccupation can be
transformed to the screen under his
supervision, and he does it all so
well.
Neither The Warriors nor
Hardcore are art by any measure,
but both strive to do something
differenl, which in this· day of
remakes of remakes remade into
science fiction-disco-Rock Balboashark garbage, is truly aclmirable.
So one succeeds, and the other
doesn't quite-both try liard, and
in these past lean years of movies,
that has to count for so111ething. It
certainly makes waiting for The
Deer Hunter to 'find its way here a
bit easier.
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Monday, April 2

Tuesday, April.3
Dc:we Perrigo looks ot "Toe Noil,".o 1976 grophite on poper b_y Dowglos Bond. 'L.A. Drowings" is on
attempt to d~monstrote "conventionol os well ~s unconvent1onol'' ortwork.

.ARTS

S_ymp.osium in conjunction
with museum exhibition

UNM students selected. ·
to be Disneyland
performers

A free, public "Histor; of Photography Symposium" w'm be sponsored
by the UNM ·department of art on Saturday and Sunday in Room 2018 of
the Fine Arts Center.
The symposium is being held in conjunction with the opening of the
UNM Art Museum's exhibtion, "History of Photography in New
Mexico.''
Richard Rudisill, curator of photographic history at the Museum of New
Mexico in Santa Fe, will open the symposium at 2 p.m. Friday with a talk
on. ''Ruminations
on the Southwest as a Photographic Pl11ce."
.

Saturday's schedule begins at 10 a.m. with a talk by Douglas George,
assistant professor of art and an advisor for UNM's graduate program in
art history. George wili speak on "The Tradition of North American
Indian Portraiture.''
.
.
Santa Fe photographer Edward Ranney. will speak of "Recent Work:
Peru, Mexico and New Mexico" at 10:30 a.m.
A noon luncheon on Saturday is also planned at a location yet to be

the UNM Art Museum's other exhibition, "Martin Chambi,
PhcJ!OI!ra,nh,er of Cuzco," has been extended until April I for the conlenience of the symposium participants.
•
The UNM Art Museum is open tuesdays through F'rid11ys from io a.m.
5 p.m. and from 1 to 10 p.m., and on Sund11ys from 1 to S p.m.
~dditional information abo\lt the symposium may be obtained by
the UNM department of art.

ASUNM 'Film Co~miHee presents · ·
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there will be reception Mohday April 2 11:00-2:30 in the SUB North
Ballroom. All . Cohtributors and Interested studeht . and faculty are
. welcome. Cooceptlons Southwest win be available for $2.00 (Also In
Marron Han Room 105).
·

9am -3pm- SUB (Mercado)
· 9am -·3pm- Farris Engioccdng Center (east side)
· 2:30pm- 8pm- College of Education
3pm- 8pm -Mitchell Hall (concession area)
3pm- 8pm- Orteg11 Hall (east side)
3pm -6:30pm -Anderson School of Management

Wednesday, April4

Kinko's on Central
Passport photos
at reasonable rates

268-8515

9am -2:30pm -School of Law
9am- 3pm- SUB (McrCildo)
9am -'3pm -Medical Sciences
2:30pm - 8pm -College of Edt,~cation
·3pm- 6i30pm- Anderson School of Management
3pm- 8pm- Ortega Hall (east side)

Thursday, April 5

COPIES 3 1/2c
Overnight

KINKO'S
.'Yo Minimum
2312 Cent. SE 268-8515

9am- 3pm -SUB (Mercado)
9am - 3pm - Psychology
3pm- 8pm- Michell H11ll (concession area)
3prn- 8pm- Ortega Hall (east side)
2:30pm- 8pm- College of Educ11tion
3pm -6:30pm -Anderson School of Management

At 3 p.m., Beaumont Newhall, visiting professor of art at UNM, will
speak on" Ansel Adams and New Mexico. •:
The symposium's actiVities on Friday will conclude with a talk at 7 p.m.
by Helmut Gernsheim of the University of Texas at Austin. on "The
Gernsheim Collection."

•

1:

Xerox in creating his "recycled
abstract collage painlings."
This is App's first year at UNM
where he Is an <!Ssistant professor in
the fine arts department. He
received his master's degree in fine
arts from Tyler University in
Philadelphia and taught at Pomana
College in Claremont, California
for four year~. He has also written
art criticisms for "Art Week."
The Teaching Gallery, which is
located on the second floor of the
new art building, is open to the
public, free of charge from 8 a.m.
to 5 p.m. during the week.

9am- 3pm- SUB (Mercado)
9am - 4pm -Chemistry
9am - 4pm - Geology
lOam - 4pm - Biology
2:30pm - 8pm - College of Education
3pm- 6i30pm- Anderson School of Management
3pm- 8pm- Metchell Hall (concession area)

>}..

3

about the way people misuse
language," he said
"Karen Carsen used the
"burning bed as a personal feminist
image. Her (wo drawings in the
show are entitled 'Flaming
passions' and 'Ashes of Love.'
"Jim Morphesis relates a feeling
of his Greek Orthodox heritage in
his works. He uses gold leafing and
he.avy geometric designs in <tlmost a
symbolic manner. His works deal
with images which reveal the
process of tneir own making," App
said.
Jerrold .Burchman uses colored

GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOC.
VOTING SCHEDULE
&LOCATIONS

David Herrera and Rob Hastings, music education m11jors at the
University of New Mexico, have .been selected to perform with Disneyland
productions this summer. Herrera and Hastings participated in a
preaudition at UNM before traveling to Denton, Texas to compete with
over 4,000 applicants for the 58 instrumental positions.
.
An unusual aspect of this story is that they are roommates and both play
the trumpet. Disneyland officials state that ''It is extremely unusual for
two students who play the same instrument and are from the same
university to be selected.". They are students of Jeffrey Piper, UNM
trumpet-jazz band instructor.
Herrera is a grlldUI!te of Gadsden High School, Anthony, NM. At UNM
. he is president of the Lobo M11rching Band, a mer.nber of the Collegiate
Singers, the Jazz Bancl and fhe Symphonic Concert Band. His summer job
will be at Disney world, in Florida.
Hastings is from Macon, Mo. He attended Northeast Missouri State
University before tmnsferring to UNM. He is a m'ember of the .Collegiate
Singers, Jazz Band, Lobo Marching Band, and the Symphonic Concert
Band. His summer assignment will be at Disnevland.

.~

"For some artists like Patsy
Krebs and Charles Arnoldi, who
have their works on display, their
drawings serve as 'blueprints' for
paintings, For other artists,
drawing is their primary means of
expression.
''Ann Thornycroft fits into the
latter category. Her watercolors
demonstrate. a sensitive play between . paint .and an underlying
grid," App said ..
One aspect of performance art is
demonstrated by John White's
drawing entitled "Self-portrait and
Performance Situations." "It is a
script that White will use in' an act

era, 50mm f1.91ensombination compartment
case, electronic flash,
polarizer, lens cleaning
kit lens shade,
strap - List $415.27
rr..cl"'l"'nl.o.t.o. $259.95

UNM's LiteraryyArts Magazine

On Sale Monday

painting entitled "In Between."
"Her abstract narrative is like
pages of a book unfolding," App
·
said.
"Another abstract artist featured
in the exhibit is Barbarll Kasten
who studie.s photographic processes
and how they permit different
qualities of light to pass through
screen meshes," he said,
Vija Celmins, who was a visiting
le.cturer at UNM. last month,
translates the photograph into a
drawing. On exhibition is a realiMic
drawing of ocean waves. Celmins
also draws the surface of the
ground, galaxies and moonscapes.

Films by
Bill Brandt. AI Wong 8r
· Gary Doberman

J'RAYER BREAKFA.ST
SPEAKER: Archbishop. Robert Sanchez
FRIDAY,.MARCH30 .
SUB Ballroom, 7:30·a.m.
Tickets:
Students
. $4.00 Public $2.00
.
on Sc:ile at all ncketm.e~ster Outlets,
SUB Box: Office, PopeJoy Hall

p.m..

~ 8:00
Showing
Thursday Night onlyl
ASUNM Students $1.00 Public $1.50

· Sponsored by UNNI
''Religion in Lite Week;' Planning CommiHee

•

The. ·National Chicano Health Organization is
·sponsoring the Clinical Education program.
The .C.E.. program is design·ed to provide New
Mexico . students interested ·in the health
sciences and related fields with th~ practical
experience of working in a· rural New Mexican
clinic. Students will be provided with ·a stipend.
for the 8·10 weeks of the program, but more i~·
portantly, valuable clinic experience will be
gained· by the student as well as helping the
community in which ·the student works.
Applications can be found· at the SUB information
booth, Chicano Studie.s (1815 Roma NE) and at theStudent
Affairs office (room 184) in the Basic Medical Sciences
·building.
The deadline 'for applications to be returned is Friday
March 30, so apply as soon as··possible.
~~~~~~

(
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l4K Ci0Ll) CHAINS. Coo.t

plu~

J0pc1. Cull _293·

UJ/2<J
11171 UATSllN ~401.. <ioud cnntlitlnn. .$2800 or heM
uff"r. 266-1027.
03/29
ONE ThN SPEJ:D rncu•.~ t;lke in good l;ondilion.
~~ccllcnt Spring riding for$75,00. Pat 265-7688.
03/Jil

,,Faculty fails

4(,%,

LOBO
CLASSIF.IED
lrw.:cntiou, '>tcrili:tiHiOH, nlmrtion. Righi to Choo~c.
2114·0171.
04/,27

IYPIST ~ T~~RM PAPEitS 1 .Thci.is, l~c~umc;. 299IW70,
041!2
~LES~: AL.I. 'ilylcs, Marc'.'t Ciultnr
Srudlu. 26!i·JJ 15.
tfln
14 HOUR TYPINCl wrvice, nH42~. 84HJ13,

PRl;<iNANCY Tf'STING AND collmcling. Phortc

Jcnn.

J•ERSONALS

I.

ACCURATE INFORMATION MIOUT

o<>ll-

247· 1JRICJ.

04/27
PI\SS!'O!\T iillU !lll·.NTII'!CIITION PIIOTOS. 3
fm $),7~!! L.uwc~t pricc'i iu !Own! hHI, plcn~ing,
ru:ur l)NM. Cull 265-2444 llr \.'Omc to 1717 Oirurd

..

Blvd. N£\.
04/27
CONTAC'TS'1'!1 PO! ISfiiN(i & SOLUTIONS.
Cil'•C>' Opticul Compn_ny. 265·tl846.
04/27
WI~ITERS: AN ~NGI.ISH l>cpl.·~pamorcU mbloid
I~

now

ucccprin~

ptlctry and

pro~c

Wclimi anr.l rwn-

fh:tlon) -~ubmi~>.~Tun~: W~ fCqm:~t th:tl work bL" IY[)\.'d
untl UcH'rcrcd In Humnnilics l~m.i!72. Contributor.;,
rtntq hi.! UNM !ilmlcnJ~. Wt; t:<llliiOI rcltHii
lllillllt~cripts.

tl/n

WOOf) you bclicw... 3019 Ccntml NE 3 (I non t.·a~t of
1.01!0 Theatre.
03/30
I.AW S1UPliNT WOlJt.l) lih o,ummcr pmi1iou ~~r,
lmmc~lltcr, Rcfcrcncco, nvaililblc, Cull 26R-J700.
OJ/29
~·SAl H10 HIC J.IGI-I'r'ERS $.6'1, irflp(lr!Cd &
domc~llc

~lgttrcttc~.

pipe~. p;traphcrualiil. A.M.
$.1 S Mon·Frl. Do you huvc ~omelhing to
.. ell url1Llvenl~~:'! Pmt it m1 ollr bulletin bmml n1 Pl('lc
& TotHu.:co Rd. !Oill C"urneU SE Mnn-Fri •J;un·6pm.
Sit! ICI·•lrm1.
03/JO
C'l\~11 PAIP I. OR t1~cd women'~ dDihing--currcm
~1~·lc\. 2123 Sow MIUco Nl!, (behind rtAO Sl-lOP).
I uc:~. Jhru S;Jt. !Oum-1 run. 2fll~ ..2H23.
03/J(J
INll·-RI~STT•I) IN TRYING out hw !he UNM
CIHtl"lrrlll~'! Mt:cl ir1 John~on Gytn j\1an;h Jfllh at
UI.'W~rupcr

4:00pnt.

031)0

!'CJNChi 1TIONS-SOl/THWI·ST COMING Soonl
W:itl.'h the- l.uho for furthcrdciull~.
1f'1n
IJEY * Y(>U ("<>Mt~ 'iCC 1111d ll~'llr ''AIIl'lula'' 1 n--lliUiti~
nwtlin prl!~i!nltttinn, Tllltr~oduy Mar~h 29 ut 11~30 iu
Ihe SlJU thcalt.'r, Spomorcd by Jhc t1nptl~1 Studmu
03129
Union.
Tl HNK AllOlJ'J 1 J IE Pc:tcc Corp\. 277·5907, 04/02
I"AUOOS AUOUT TilE lnlm:u1 htldy1?'! Hcnr nbout
ii l'rom Or, Snt11 Roll, tJNM P\yclmlogy Dcpnrunem,
Monday. April 2, 7:30pm, Educ:ntiou 101.
04/02
AGORA··I"r'S NICC 10 ~now ~onH:onc'o;,thcrc wlu:n
~·t.ut tH.•t•d Ihem. 277·301:1, 24 hour!;,
03129
(iR£~.FN Pl;ACE IS Corning!
tfln
IJANt'E TO TKO live Sunday~ 7:30·12:00 ni HIE
l~~H/\IUJSUMENT. Drink. dine & dan~c c.'t•
pcricm·c. (TKO will nl~o pf:JY Tue~·Snt 9pm-l!30arn
ror lht 11C!d 4 W4,.'Ck"i). Montgomery Plru.u Mall. lrln
03/29
liAI'PV UlR'fHOAY JEN··II'!i uhmu time!
IIAI'I'Y IIIRTIII>AY TO You, llnppy Ulrth~ay to
ydu, 1-liiPf'IY IJinltday dear 'Mindy--Happy 22nd to
)'OU!

'

Ol/29

AGE UNDI:R 251 IJou'i lmy nurp h1Surun<.·c urltil
yuu ~heck our new ru1c~. llcigflt.: office 2M-R211,
niid·lnwn243·S~28, dallcguo; Agency, '
Ol/JO
MC'IIT/IJAT REVIEW SPONSORED by Pre·Hcahh
Prorc~ ..lon~ C'luh ~1am April 2. Pormo; a\lallable iH
SUB inrormntion buoth, Anr; & Scicn<.-cs alfvi~cment
center. :md Mem Vi\t0121 12.
04102

2.

LOST & FOUND

H>t!NI)~

JACKET IN Rm_. 2018 ofr:inc Arts ('cnlcr.
Cnlf26l·91l4,
tfln
YASHIC"A 13SGX STOJ.EN, if round plea~e return
to 124 Marton H~U. Noquestionsa~kcd.
lfln

04/1 I
f•REE INC'OMf! TAX a~~htance rrmddcd by ATM
Bu~inc~!> Orgrlllltutlotl, MWF IJ-2, M 2~5,
I HI~ Ronw. by ~ppointn1cnt 277-4RI6,

or

Tlr·F 3·5.
03129

Do you need cash ?
DONATE P.LASMA

l.fi<H NEW PIMl~NTEi.-&'iiitri·r;-~u~riflcc ai $400.00,
Mall 843'· 7059.
03/JO
U~ICA MJ: $0MM f2· Sumicron. Rc<."crit f.ttCI011'
overhaul and r.:onvcr!iion Jo ~ingl<;~trokc. $350 pr be-~!
offer. ~62·0371) ev<.!nlng~ and wcckcnUs,
1fin
MIIMIYA C·JlO, 55, RO, 180mm, !on'"'
[lOfH>findcr, IJo~cn ~pC!,!(al C'nlar~er W/.50, 7,5mm.
rmlcn~!OdC P!!'-"kagc $675, _2)5·7084.
04/02
nossiC1NOL EXHIUlTION 11 S" ~kt~. I'JO~m.,
Solomon 444 binding.,~. No.rdicu Jmrricanc bvm~.
SJ.'OH pole<;. Vulu~ $4;JD,OO, will '>f.! II ror $4$0,00. COlli
299-0;\2.9,
04/02
HONDA CIVIC STATION wagon, i 1J77, 1.!XCt;lleJ11
condirion. Call 2ft2.0319 cveuing.'i bt weckcntJ:;, tf/11
l.EVfS $H 1J5, WIIILE they Ia~,. C~llfornin Fa~hion
Ollti<:J o1cro~~ UNM, 2324 C.'cntrnl S,Gcorncr C~lrncll.
ll4/02
FASHION JEANS fOR Guys & Gats. $7,95 on .~ale
Jh[~ week, California Fashion .Qu!let aero.~-~ UNM,
2324 (.'cnrral SE, corner C'orncll,
04/02
I'~AY ON_l.Y WHOLESALE pr'ir.:c.s, or _less for j!!:ill~;
Le ..-h, 'ihim, tor-~. blotm.·~. T-~him at Califor.nia
Fu~hion OutiCI, 2324 C'entn!l SE, l'Prner C\Hncll.
04/02

11XPERT TYPIST. 111M Selectric. Thc~cs, pupcr$,
dio;,"ertal ion~, etc;.•, 344.4953 pr 345•7668.
03/29
TYPING, 111.1. PIIIISES collcgo work, uccuru10, ,
fu~J. 344~544(\·or 344-5859,
.QJ/30
REACTOR Oi'ERATOR TRAINEES, The Navy
HAVE PAPERS, THt:iSIS ttl type in a huny'! Call
Kc<WI<)r Progr:tfll is conducting interviews fQf nuclear
cxpcrienc:cd l)'pl~l. 265-002J.
OJ/30
rcw:tor. operator trainees. Young rncn and women
lli·Fl AND TV Rcnair, j:xpcn rcpnir on color an(.!
age~ l H to 26 with good math b;JckgrO\Ifld, Salaric.~ to
B/W tclcvhion nnd profc:>~ional audio eqUipment.
SI!J.OOO/yr. possihle. C';:JII (505) 24J~J.W)7 for an
hl"Jt, no lm~~le ~crvh'e. Po.sitivcly lmve~t pdcc!i ill
03/30
wwn, 90 day ftlll wnrran1y, c~lirnatc~ given, Call 81J~- appUi!ltii)CIIt.
COUPLE NEE"DED AS .~Ut"lS!itUIC ltouscparents flH
074.S<I"dayanyday.
03129
re~lt.lt:ntial ·rrogrnm· s.crvii1~
udolcsccms.
EXPEI\T HICYCLE REPAIR n1 reasonable prices.
All work gmmuuecU. Or do your own repair'> using Apnfoximrw:ty 8 Qny~; {and niglus) per monrh,
wcckeJ!d~ nnd/or weekday:;,, e>;pcricncc wlth. kids
our .-.hop fncllitics. Jqslru~tjfln- nvnilttblc,
prcrc-rablcL For more inrormntlon call R73"0399 or
Alh11qucrqu~· Bike Co;Op 106 Cilrard SE Rupm 117.
fl7J.03~1fi,
04102
2M·!il70.
04/04
C'OM.MlSSION-- SAI.ES··STUDENT orcanitalion
tll!c(J\ salc~pcr.~ons to sell li!crnry/arts nu~licati,ln.
('om net Conc.:epllans Smnhwcst, Rnom 105 Marron ·
HAll; 277.'5656 rl1ornings.
t f/11
PART-TIME JOB graduate ~1\ttlenrs only. Aftct-------------lltHmo; unU evcminu\. Mt~~t be able ttt·work Friday and
T!IE ('ITADI!L-·SUPERU lo~:atkm rlt.'~r UNM &
Uu\YI\!0\\'n. Clooll btt'i ~cn•lcc every 30 minutes. 1 S:uurd[\y _night~, ·Mus1 be 21 years old. Apply in
pcr~on, no phone Cillls _plca~c. Sa ..·eway Liquor StOre:.
bt."Uruorn or ~fficlency, $JRS·$2.10. All iltililics paid,
nl 5704 Lmnos NE, S516 Mcnaul NB,
04/J 7
OciU!!l! kilchcn with di~hwu~her & d[.\(1Q~al,
<iHOST WRITER WANTEf). To n!i-~i.~t 'hi~torlnn.
rccn:atiQJJ ruum, ~wimming pool, TV room &
Call243· 707S, Duvkl.
0.3/30
htJindry. Adult complc~. no pet~o. 1520 Univcnily
NE, 243·2494.
04/27
WORK-STUDY PROGRAM cli,gibll!, parHimcclcrktyri~t. F.lcxihlc houro;. Call277-48~8 for appoiJIII!lcnt.
ROOMS H)(t RhNT in ~upcr-cleun ex-sorority hmHe
tf'ln
oil cwnru~. Utilitie<o paid. Purkin~ and kitchen
nrivllc~co;. $135 IllS 125 per month. _256·9373. 03130
STI\FI'; IMPROVE THI! job you hare, Vole for an
t.'l"~tioli on collcl.'tlvc b<~rgaining. Gel bal!m today.
NK'E IBIJil. UNI'URNISIWI>. NE nrca. Noar
('nil S11~au Kreiner. 2.77-4962,
03129
UNM..., $16S.00mo. $100 d~cpoo;il, No children. No
dog'\., A\·uilablc Apr.il 9. Quiet p~·rsons only. 255WORK OVEJ{SEAS IN 1l1c (lcacc Corps.l77~5907,
0IS2.
03/30
04102
~WL.L()W PERSON TO :'ilmrc hou~c ncar Lomas
IIOMEWORIWRS WANTED, $600 per 1000
and SIU1 Muteo. $HO/mo. plu\ 16util. Photogr'<~phcr
mailing circular!>i. Guaranteed earning.'>! Write:
welcome to al~o !ohnrc dnrkroom on premises n1r
MYRIAtJ, Uox 18~JS, Denton, TX76201,
0300
additional $15/mo. 266-N238.
03/29
COTTAGE~·ONE BEDROOM, ayaifable May.
Aug, IS. _kent negoliahlc. Tom, 884-9484 evening~.
03/30
NEW WATERBED. $109.95 huys you I) dark
SlNCil.E PARENT NEEDS anolher .~ii1gle parcnl to
walnut-slnined floor frame, 2) sa(cl)' liner, 3} finc!it
~lum: hl1usc 6blh, from UNM. Non-.~mokcr.
lap \Ctlm matu·css. any si1Cwith three year guarantee,
\legcHtrlnn rncfcrrcd. 268~1423 a(lcr(,:OOllm. OJ/30
0412"1
_Wau:rTrips, 3407 CcntrarNE.
BEDROOM IN HOME acro!'is Sprul.'e Park. 4 hlocks
I.OOKIN<i J;OR GROUP 0 and U blood donor~.
from cmnpus. R43.-70S9.
03/JO
Ple:tst CtlJJta~·t: 1)1\'i~ion or Tropkal & (ico~raphk
Mcdldnc~ 943 Stunl'ord Dr. Nl!, M-6. 277·)001 or
ROOMMATE WANTED TO •haro 2bdrm. apl, in
277~2813 and ask for Ray Rcini or LarrY Sax. 04/02
Height~. $(30 per morUh including Ulilitlc!i. Fred,
Z9.1·R?IR.
04/02
ATTENTION! IF YOU'RE dio;ablcd nnd wunl to get
irwulvcd in a grmlp ihal really wants to move mmc
I DEDROOM APARMENTS all ullliiies pnid 1 ruUy
tmrrier'i-·Come to 1hc DJo;ablcd on <:am('lliS meeting,
furnhhcd, f1 blocko; from school ror $161/mth. Call
RO(Uil 253.
03/29
UNM Married Student Hou'ilng.
03/30

6,

EMPLOYMENT

Va~'iar.

2(i6-702fi,

FOR SALE

l9Ml Ml!RCUR.Y COUGAR--good condilion··bt.H
\oJnc Work. ("ull243·7381 or 266-M75. $500.00
,;r VW orcompatablc value,
tfln
ELECTRONIC IGNITIONS SAVE gasotino. Models
ror mu.~t car~ with points. fore~ iitrormalion or
li!t.•rutt.Jrc 26R-S490. Eleclronic lgni1ion Sales. 03/29
need~

1f/n

LOST: IU.At'K LEGAL. Nlltcbook in SU_D. 3/21.
Caii277·SM6_ a.m. Qayle.
trtn

LOST: TURQUOISE CHOK£,R. l'lcn<O en!! 898·
2~(17,

04/03

HND YOURSELF IN the l'cncc ('OrJ1'> ..277·S907.

04/0Z

3.

SERVICES

KINKO'S T\'PINQ SERVICE (IR~-1 Selc..:tric) and
now 3 minurc Pa'>\POrt -Photos. No appoinlmenl.
16S-R5t5, We do keys.
tfn
QA TYPING S~RVlc'P. A comptcu~ iyping and
-cdit<Jria~ 'Y'(cm. Ted111kal, gcncral 1 legal. medical,
"c.holao;uc. C'hatt'i& tablc'i. 345-2125.
04/27
--~---

----.

Dionne Warnick
says:"Get your
blood into
circulation:'

Call Red Closs now
for a blood donor
appointment.

't

t
l
t
'
An Evening
' of Ragas and Talas for
' Sitar and Tabla from t
t N:;:!::ia t
t IRA D~~_?UPTA t
l .VINCEN~ M~DE~MOTT t
The Graduate Center Assoc.

in association W/ASUNM-PEC.
presents

APRIL 21st LSAT!

·••

FOtJNI>: Vt::RY SMALL, .,·cry young. bhu:k pUppy

nt!ar Sillier und

:

.

.

-

ENROLL NOW FOR 18 HOURS OF
:
ON-CAMPUS INSTRUCTION ON
• APRIL 12,i3 AND 14. COMPARE WHAT
:
JOHN SEXTON'S COURSES OFFER
•

• A fine, professional faculty

•
•
•
•
:

•
•
•
•
•

Updated, comprehensive materials-yours to keep
A plan of attack for each test question type
Extensive study cxeroises with full-length simulated test
Flexible schedules arranged to meet individual needs ,
Low cost and guarantee for the best training available

.!

••

• t;;tal
:

e

e

. .. .

.

293·7220

292·3164

.
The finest in In• min!(
f11r the !.SAT. GMAT, GRE and SAT

"We're ultimately working for
·students," said Coles Wednesday,
''and we're tryng to gear our future·
projects to what students warit,
rather than what the community
wants."

•
•
•
•
•
·:

•

John Sexton's Test Preparation Center
9812 Mary Ellen Pl. NE
Albuquerque, New ;\ll•xico S7111

The New l\lh:xico Public Interest
Research Group is taking steps to
improve their· image at UNM, say
P1RG Campus Coordinator Ed
Coles.

•
:
•
:

:
:
•
:

•
:

By~RINROSS

:

: CLASSES FORMING NOW FOR THE
:
JUNE 23 LSAT AND THE JULY 7
•
GMAT. CALL OR WRITE FOR
:
FURTHER INFORMATION.

:
•

•
:

Wednesday's Puzzle Solv•d:

"So far, our input from students
has shown we need to change our
focus. We need to work on more
student-oriented things.''
Coles said PI RG will soon begin

S H A
T A 8
A R C

R I S

48 Scoff
51 Free
53 Champaign
students
55 Obscure
57 Held vertically
58 Relaxes
59 Paten
60 Wall pier
61 Youth prefix
63 Clean
66 Test
.68 Elect. unit
69 Energy

Mike Daley

'

lFndayAp.. r.al6.t·h·.·7 . 30 P.M •. '
Lr..'n'AJ\~-~
... Ih<l~''""~~
.........
---~~~

·-~--·--·~·~-

.. -·-·~··-

Agl!: 28
.
Academic
background:
Ph.D •. candidate in medical
sciences, second year at
UNM, previously enrolled at
Washington University in St.
Louis.
What are the major Issues
facing GSA next school term?
"There has not . been enough
c·ommunication between. the
graduate student body as a
whole and the GSA.
"For instance, SO pet cent of
the graduate students at UNM
are part time. 'the GSA has'
ki.nd of ignored part-time
students in the j')ast. They have
· not
informed part-time
students
the services
availableto thern, .
"For· example, graduate
students now receive a. 75 per
cent discount on season tickets
at 1he Popejoy Cultural Series.
Graduate students also receive
a 50 per cent discount on single
ticket subscriptions. I do not

or

at Woodward Hall room .1 0 1· · '

L

:r

FREE.......J

I

!

1

••

"We're conducting a poll right
now to try to find how students see
our t'unctiofi, .::tnd how we can best
·
serve students.

.

'

.

. "1·':

Coles, one of three newly appointed PIRG employees, said the
organization will try to produce
"something tangible" in the future
for students.

e

UNITED Feature Syndicate

grandson
26 Bare
28 Step
30 Sharpen
32 Neared:
2 words
·
.
33 Eire
34 Soaks flax
35 Wander
36 Entreat
38 Roman coin
41 Cluttered
43 Cult
46 'Eur. nation

"Once things are on clearer
financial basis," said Coles, ''we
will have more long-range plans."

Maple had said GSA did not
believe they were getting their ·
"money's worth" from PIRG.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ment
621mmerse
64 Run away
65 Unmoving
67 Startles
70 Young ox
71 Cedar, e.g.
72 Tidy
73 Fudge
74 Bark
75 Annoys
DOWN
1 - bear
2As--:
Normally
3 Legume:
2 words
4 Black eye:
Slang
5 Rim
6 Crete moun· lain
7 Greatest
8 Church area
9 Relevant
10 Severity
11 Hep
12 Natives: Suf·
fix
13 Cupola
18 Remove air
.22 In the center
25 Adain's

work on forming a campus tutoring
service, coordinating a student car
pool and publishing a how-to
brochure on producing a news
Jetter.

Coles' comments were in
response to negative statements
about PIRG from Graduate
Student Association President
Steve Maple. Maple's st.atements
were made Saturc,lay following a
GSA meeting where representatives
voted unanimously to eliminate
funding for PIRG.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
ACROSS
1 Gap
5 City of Peru
9 Shirk
14 Vertical:
Prefix
151con
16 Piebald
17 Sensational
history:
2 words
19- pole
20 Straighten
21 - o'shanter
23 Misplace
24 Denies
27 Mature
29 Cedes
31 Aslaire, e.g.
35 Massage
37 Classifies
39 Frighten
40 USSR city
42 Begets
44 Release
45 Anew
47 Fleshy fruits
49 Nav. rank
·so Teacher
52 Outing
54 Neat
56 Leading
59 Appoint-

The new course rule, which
Qy QRIAN de URIARTE
A special general faculty rneeting passed the senate on Feb. 13, says
called to discuss the revised that any course may be repeated but
repetition-of-course rule failed that all grades will be counted into
Wednesday to rea.ch the required the grade point average.
The current rule allows a student
quorum ()f I00 voting faculty
to repeat a course as many times as
members.
About 74 faculty members at- he wants with only the last earned
PIRG is awaiting AS!JNM tended the meeting.
grade counting toward his GPA.
·
· approval of its hudgetfor the 1979c
Since quorum was not met, no
Dean of Arts and Sciences
80 academic year. The group formal· recommendations con- Nathaniel Wollman expressed
requested over $38,000 frorn cerning the repetition rule are likely discontent that the meeting was
AS_l.JNM this year, but the Senate to be presented to the Faculty called to reconsider an approved
Finance Committee has suggested Senate. Consequently, the measure measure.
PIRG be given only $17,000.
passed by the faculty Senate last
"It seems to be a minority vo.lee
ASUNM provides the major month is likely t9 take effect this responsible for ~alling these special
funding .for PIRG.
fall.
meetings to reconsider · me!!Sures
· already passed by the senate," he
said.
ASUNM Lobby Committee cochairman Philip DePriest, who
petitioned for. the meeting, said
"the fact that the faculty didn't
meet quorum shows the concern for
a proposal of this magnitude. It is a
very poor reflection on the faculty's ·
attitudes toward. students. The
measure will take away incentive
for students to improve their grade
point."
De Priest said he would work to
get the motion reconsidered in the
Faculty Senate.
·
The revised rule was drafted by
physics and astronomy Professor
Michael Zeilik as a compromise
measure to prevent passage of a
more stringent proposal.
The original motion was composed by the Admi.ssions and
R'egistration Committee. The
committee is responsible for
making recommendations to the
Faculty Senate on University ad·
missions, registration and grading
policy.
F'rofessor William w. Johnson,
Respiihding to information from a pedestrian, UNM chairm·an of the committee, sub·
police- officer /loy Fillare pursued and stopped this vehicle milled the proposal to the Senate
suspected of leaving the scene of an accident in front of Undergraduate Academic Affairs
Popejoy Hall yesterday. Police said another car owned by a Committee in a memorandum
· visi~or from Wisconsin was parked in front of the building dated Sept. 13, 1978. Zeilik serves
on this committee.
..and was struck by this car traveling out of a parking lot.
The Admissions and Registration

PIRG to change

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••
••
BE PREPARED
FOR THE
.

March 30, 197~.

-Students get priority

7;30 - 3:~0 Tues-Sat.
1307 Central NE 842-6991
new donors only

8. MISCELLANEOUS

5,

Friday~

This coupon good for $5.00

:

to reconsider
course rule

DA-ILY.

$10.00 per donation plus bonuses
no appointment necessary

HOUSING

4.

Mexico

e

Stopped
by police
think that many part•timc
graduate students know this. I
have sat on the Popejoy
Cultural Committee and have
tried to guarantee these
discounts." ·
Do you think UNM will
experience a decrease· in the
number of graduate students
next school year? "1 do"rtotsee
how it can be avoided. I think
it goes with the trend of the
current economy."
How will .this .affed GSA?
"Obviously, it will decrease
the GSA total budget. This will
make it very important to
insure that organizations
funded by GSA fulfill the
promises made in their budget
proposals."
How would yqu change
GSA funding of campus and
off-campus organizations? "In ·
reference to the New Mexico
Public Interest Research
Group,(an off•campu·s
organization which lost all
GSA funding for 1979-80), 1·
believe it is very worthwhile
organization. However, they
have not beeri serving the
graduate student community.
"lliave attended at least one
PIRG Board of Director's
meeting and have . been in
touch with one of. the directors. I would try to work with
PIR(l next year.
"For other organizations
not now funded by GSA, there
is a Special Ideas and Speakers
Committee where they can go
tt;l seek funding for specjfic
projects that will benefit the
graduate.population."

a

The car continued on to Central Avenue where it was stopped by Fil/are.
·

co;dnued on pega 6

Office

seekerpresent
stands
Two candidates-Mike
Daley and Rick Gooch~have
entered the race for president
of next year's Graduate
StUdent Association.
the election will be held next
week,
Monday through
Thursday, with voting booths
set OJ) at various times in the
SUB, Clark Hall, Northrup
Hall, Mitchell Hall, Ortega
Hall, the Farris Engineering
Center, the M.edical Sciences
Building, the Anderson School•
of Business, the Law School
and the College of Education.

opening up funds to more
gradual~: students. Here 1 speak
particularly about the Student
Research Allocations Com·
mittee. and the benefits graduate
students have available to·
them."
Do you think UNM will experience a decrease in the
number of graduate students
next school year? "I would say
·no. The Busine$5 School has
now taken. over
the largest
graduate department. Today's
job market requires educational
abilites beyond the ·un·
dergraduate level.''
How will this affect GSA? "Of
course, more graduate students
means more funds in the GSA
coffers. Whatever happens, I am
in favor of the concept of
spending GSA inonies in a way
that more directly relates to the
individual graduate student."
How would you change GSA
funding of campus and off•
campus org11nizatlons? "Now
that the New Meltico Public
Interest Research Group has
been nixed for funding from
GSA, 1 want to know where this
Pl.RG is ·J!toing. Most students
were. given to believe that $2 of
the GSA dues wen! specifically
earmarked for PIRG. I do not
think sticking the PIRG funds in
some GSA slush fund is fait to
the students.
"Some GSA programs are
overfunded, I would like to see
that money go to the graduate
department to help strengthen
i;ohesiveness .among graduate
stucl""tS within their respective .
dep ments."

as

\.
~

. Age:25
.
Academic baekground: Second·
year Jaw student, completed
undergraduate education at
Harvard, is a New Mexico
native.
·
What are the major issues facing
GSA next school term? "I
would say there jlre three major
issues facing GSA next year.
"First is. what ro.le will the
GSA president Jake .in relation
to the Board of Regents. I think
the president should take a very
active role in influencing the
Regents on problems facing the:.
graduate community.
"The second issue is . how
GSA
·departmental
organizations will figure into the
budget. Along with this, I
couple the the concept of giving
greater powers to the individual
departmental
GSA
organizations. Those within the
department have a better idea of
where funds should be spent.
"The. third area of concern is

f
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